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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Plan for a Global System of Slavery

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

A slavery system, steeped in the ideologies of transhumanism and technocracy, is

being created right before our eyes — and the current lockdowns, closing of small

businesses and the redeAnition of “normal” are all part of a planned global governance

system that will end sovereignty and individual rights

"

How do you implement a Anancial system that no one wants? You frighten people with

an invisible enemy, such as a virus, and then capitalize on that fear, saying that this

new system is necessary because the pandemic destroyed the old system

"

The pandemic also allows for the implementation of new, more invasive surveillance

systems

"

The riots in the U.S. were not random. It appears more likely that they were part of a

real estate acquisition plan

"

Pandemic measures have severely limited people’s ability to congregate and share

information face-to-face. Internet censorship by Big Tech has decimated information

sharing even further. Ultimately, they’re trying to get people to buy into a solution

before they understand the full ramiAcations of doing so

"
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How do you market and implement a Anancial system that nobody would want if they

understood its full ramiAcations — a change so huge that it not only would mean the

end of currency as we know it, but a total revision of sovereignty and individual

rights?

In the interview above, which is part of the full-length documentary, "Planet

Lockdown,"  Anancial guru Catherine Austin Fitts — publisher of The Solari Report  —

describes the complicated, "messy" plan to use the current health care crisis to

engineer a total remake of world currencies and our entire way of life.

Comparing the move to herding sheep to a slaughterhouse, Fitts explains how the

pandemic is lining people up to depend on their governments for protection from an

invisible enemy (COVID-19) and then using fear to keep people from living what once

was considered a normal life.

The herd mentality includes encouraging debt entrapment to the point that people

become desperate for any type of cash [ow that can help them meet their day-to-day

living expenses, until they willingly give up their rights in exchange for any relief

offered to them.

The bottom line is that a slavery system, steeped in the ideologies of transhumanism

and technocracy, is being created right under the noses of the people of the world —

and the current lockdowns, closing of small businesses and the redeAnition of

"normal" are all part of a planned global governance system that will end sovereignty

and individual rights, unless it's stopped now.

The End of Currencies

As explained by Fitts, the central banks are currently working to bring a new economic

transaction system online. This would be CBDCs, aka central bank digital currencies.
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This is one of the reasons why I strongly believe that holding crypto assets like

Bitcoin, Ethereum and Polkadot, could serve to protect you from their plan. Not only

will they appreciate by anywhere from 10 to 100 times, but they are decentralized and

can immunize you and your family against this nefarious plan.

However, the new system is not yet fully ready, so while they're speeding up the roll-

out of that system — which Fitts describes as "the end of currencies" — they're also

trying to extend the life of the current system, which is crashing.

The problem, as mentioned earlier, is how do you implement a Anancial system,

globally, no less, that no one wants? You frighten people with an invisible enemy, such

as a virus, and then capitalize on that fear, saying that this new system is necessary

because the pandemic destroyed the old system.

The pandemic also allows for the implementation of new, more invasive surveillance

systems. There's the tracking and tracing of infections, of course, but that's not all. As

noted by Fitts, "If you can get people to do their work and education online, you can

listen to everything they're saying."

Already, pandemic measures have severely limited people's ability to congregate and

share information face-to-face. Internet censorship by Big Tech has decimated

information sharing even further. Ultimately, what they're trying to do is get people to

buy into a solution before they understand the full ramiAcations of doing so.

The Central Bank Digital Currency

So, what is this new system? Importantly, it's a transaction system that is not based

on currency in the way we know it. As explained by Fitts, it's a social control system.

By removing paper currency and replacing it with an all-digital central bank digital

currency (CBDC), your ability to engage in transactions can be turned on and off.
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An August 13, 2020, article  on the Federal Reserve website discusses the supposed

beneAts of a CBDC. There's general agreement among experts that most major

countries will implement CBDC within the next two to four years. Many assume these

new CBDCs will be very similar to existing cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, but that's not

the case.

It is crucial to understand that Bitcoin is decentralized. Governments could restrict it,

but they could never take it down as it is the strongest computing network in the

world and is incapable of being taken down. Interestingly, in the last six weeks, it has

seen explosive appreciation and has tripled in price. Many experts predict it will go up

another 10 times in the next year.

While decentralized cryptos like Bitcoin are a rational strategy to opt out of the

existing central bank controlled system, the CBDC will be centralized and completely

controlled by the central banks. They will have "smart contracts" that allow the banks

to surveil and control your life.

Everything you buy and sell will be monitored, and punishment can be meted out if a

transaction, your behavior or even your thoughts are deemed undesirable. As

explained by Fitts, the transhumanist agenda is also part of this. For example, through

the use of injections or some other means of getting biosensors into you, your actual

physical body will be connected, literally, to the Anancial system.

Already, there are four pilot CBDC programs underway at the People's Bank of China,

the Eastern Caribbean Central Bank, the Bank of Korea and Sveriges (Sweden's)

Riksbank. The Sand Dollar CBDC project in the Bahamas is already live.  As noted in a

December 30, 2020, article on Coindesk.com:

"2021 will … see many central banks continue to step up their development

efforts … CBDC research and design efforts have grown strongly throughout
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2020. The European Central Bank (ECB) is intensifying its work on a digital

euro, while … the U.S. Federal Reserve system is in the midst of a number of

research projects, among others partnering with MIT's Digital Currency

Initiative."

What Have the Lockdowns Achieved?

According to Fitts, the purpose behind the lockdowns is to dramatically centralize

economic and political control. In short, the aim of the lockdowns is to make people

dependent on government aid by destroying their ability to earn an independent

income. She gives the following example:

"We have 100 small businesses on Main Street in a community. You declare

them nonessential, shut them down, [and] suddenly Amazon, Walmart and

the big box stores can come in and take away all the market shares.

The people on Main Street have to keep paying off their credit cards or their

mortgage, so they're in a debt trap, and they're desperate to get cash Uow to

cover their debts and day-to-day expenses.

In the meantime, you have the federal reserve institute a form of quantitative

easing where they're buying corporate bonds and the guys who are taking up

the market share can basically Xnance at 0% to 1%, while everybody on Main

Street are paying 16% to 17% interest on their credit cards without income.

So, basically, you've got them over the barrel and you can take away their

market share …"

A War Like No Other

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/30/lockdowns-do-not-work.aspx
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Without doubt, this is an economic war on the working class. Since the beginning of

the pandemic around March 2020, the greatest transfer of wealth has taken place,

from the middle class to the wealthiest among us. Back in August 2020, Bloomberg

reported  that more than half of all small business owners feared their businesses

wouldn't survive. They were right.

According to a September 2020 economic impact report  by Yelp, 163,735 U.S.

businesses had closed their doors as of August 31, 2020, and of those, 60% — a total

of 97,966 businesses — were permanent closures.  Meanwhile, the collective wealth

of 651 billionaires in the U.S. has risen by more than 36% ($1 trillion) since the

beginning of the pandemic.

As noted by Frank Clemente, executive director of Americans for Tax Fairness, "Never

before has America seen such an accumulation of wealth in so few hands."  A

December 14, 2020, article  in The Defender reviews who has beneAted from

pandemic measures the most, from the Anance and tech industries to the

pharmaceutical and military-intelligence sectors.

"I would describe COVID-19 as … the institution of the control necessary to

convert the planet from democratic processes to technocracy," Fitts says.

"What we're watching is a change in control, and the engineering of new

control systems. Think of this as a coup d'état."

Essentially, the virus will be blamed for all our economic devastation, from the erosion

of our social security funds to the empty coffers in the treasury, and the answer will

be to transition into this technocratic control system disguised as a new, more

convenient Anancial transaction system.

Riots as a Real Estate Acquisition Plan
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In her interview, Fitts also explains research done by her team that shows the rioting

that occurred in 2020 primarily occurred in opportunity zones in cities that have a

central bank location. The U.S. Economic Development Administration describes

opportunity zones as "an economically-distressed community where private

investments, under certain conditions, may be eligible for capital gain tax

incentives."

Fitts is a bit blunter in her description, saying opportunity zones are a tax shelter

mechanism that allows wealthy individuals to avoid capital gains tax when selling off

stock. By rolling the proceeds over into opportunity zone investments, they can avoid

paying capital gains tax. "So, this is fantastically proAtable," she says, adding:

"When I Xrst saw how all the buildings and businesses destroyed … were right

at the bottom of the opportunity zone, I started to laugh and I said, 'I was

assistant secretary of housing. That's not a riot pattern, that's a real estate

acquisition plan.'"

Essentially, by shutting down private businesses in the opportunity zones, and then

looting and literally burning them to the ground in some cases, those businesses and

buildings can be bought up for next to nothing. "It's called disaster capitalism," Fitts

says.

Now, 34 of the 37 U.S. cities that have a federal reserve bank branch were destroyed

by riots. Why is this important? Because now that real estate can be bought on the

cheap, and be rebuilt with smart technology — a necessity for a well-functioning

technocratic system — built in.

"This makes building out the smart cities around the federal reserve banks

much cheaper," Fitts explains, "which I assume you'll want to do if you're

going to come out with a [central bank] crypto system."
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From Freedom to Digital Slavery

As mentioned earlier, the transhumanist agenda is part and parcel of technocracy.

The basic idea is to insert biosensors into everyone, which Fitts says can be equated

to an operating system, which is then connected to the cloud and other digitized

systems, such as the health care and Anancial systems. Fitts explains:

"You're basically talking about being able to digitally identify and track people

in connection with their Xnancial transactions. So, it's a world of zero privacy.

But more importantly … if you then institute one or more central bank cryptos,

you're now talking about a system where every central bank in the world can

shut you off individually from transacting if they don't like the way you're

behaving.

Many people are familiar with the social credit system in China. It's very

similar. If you install a smart grid into their car, their community, and now

literally in their body, you have 24/7 surveillance and if people don't do what

you say and behave the way you want, you can shut off their money.

You also have spatial control. If you say people cannot travel more than 5

miles, that's it, because they're in a complete digital control system … So, this

system comes with control of not only your ability to transact Xnancially …

but also very sophisticated mind control through the media and those cloud

connections.

So, transhumanism and technocracy go hand-in-hand. I would describe this

as a slavery system. We're talking about shifting out of freedom where we

have freedom to roam and say what we want, to a complete control system

24/7."
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Human Resource Management

As explained by Fitts, the technocratic view of humanity is very different from the

view most of us have of what it means to be human. Most will probably agree with

Fitts, who believes humans are sovereign beings who are free by divine authority. This

is the view enshrined in the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights.

Technocracy, on the other hand, views humans as a natural resource, no different

from an oil deposit or livestock, and they are to be used as such. Humans may be

more or less encient than a robot, for example, depending on the job at hand, and

enciency trumps humanity.

“ We're talking about a world where most people
are under 24/7 surveillance and then their financial
incentives and their financial power is related to how
well-behaved they are. ~ Catherine Austin Fitts”

To minimize problems within this human resource management system, there needs

to be maximum compliance with minimal effort, and this is where social engineering

through media propaganda (brainwashing), censorship and artiAcial intelligence

comes in. For the most part, once fully implemented, the control system will be fully

automated.

If you miss your vaccination date, for example, the system will know and access to

banking might be cut off until it registers that you got your shot. There doesn't even

need to be another human involved, because your physical body, health records,

geolocation, activities and Anancials are all connected and trackable in real time by

artiAcial intelligence-driven software that analyzes everything you do.
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"The Chinese have a system called the social credit system and it's very

much tied in with their Xnancial transactions and different abilities — travel

and [being able to do] other things — through their behavior …

We're talking about a world where most people are under 24/7 surveillance

and then their Xnancial incentives and their Xnancial power is related to how

well-behaved they are.

I would describe it essentially as a slavery system, because there's no

personal freedom. So, to a certain extent, what technocracy will do is turn us

into a similar type of system as the Chinese social credit system."

According to Fitts, the technocrats don't even think of themselves as being part of

humanity anymore. They see themselves as separate and superior to the rest of us.

And, in the future, they undoubtedly will be, as medical advancements and life

extension technology are perfected.

Transparency Is the Answer

The good news is that while the trap has been sprung, the door has not yet closed.

And, as Fitts notes, "transparency can blow the game." If enough people end up

understanding what's really going on and what the goal of this "Great Reset" is, they

won't be able to implement it.

The technocratic elite need us all to passively acquiesce, because there are far more

of us than there are of them. Again, that's what the pandemic measures are achieving.

We're growing to accept work and travel restrictions. We're growing to accept

government telling us where and how we can celebrate holidays, and with whom. All

of this would have been unthinkable a mere year ago. But we cannot let this

acceptance continue to grow.
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As noted by Fitts, slavery is the most proAtable business in the history of the world,

and with modern technology, complete control is now possible. Any and all rebellion

can be quenched. Technology also allows a much smaller group of people to wield

tremendous power over the masses.

That said, it's crucial to realize that we are actually the ones Anancing and helping

build the very control system that is meant to enslave us. We work for companies that

are building the system. We buy products from them, which allows them to generate

the needed revenue. If we stop buying their products and we stop working for them,

they cannot build the system.

"The solution is for everyone to come clean," Fitts says. "You're either for the

transhumanist slavery system, or you're for a human system. If you're for a

human system, then you're going to have to Xnd a way to make money, and

engage socially, in the human system, and stop building a transhuman

system …

Don't help the government build Operation Warp Speed. Don't help [Big Tech]

Xgure out how to inject nanoparticles into your body and hook them up to the

cloud. Don't help Big Pharma make injections that are poisoning American

children to death.

Don't help Big Ag make and grow GMO foods that are poisoning America.

Don't help the government institute corrupt health crises regulations that are

really disaster capitalism and making billionaires rich. And on and on and on."

We've done this before. The organic movement, for example, was built by average

people who decided to put their time and money into a food system that aligned with

their basic values. As a result, we have options today when it comes to food. It's not

all GMOs and fake food. If we want to live free, we now have to act on that wish,

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2019/07/03/fake-food.aspx
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carefully reconstructing how we live and interact in order to minimize our contribution

to the transhumanist technocratic control system.

 

stanleybecker

I believe Catherine Austin Fitts when she says that the Antifa/ BLM riots were orchestrated as a "REAL

ESTATE  acquisition scheme ~ this is consistent with the GREEDHEAD"S "wet dream" of total

ownership of all the commodities and wealth that our planet possesses ~ this is a clear assumption

that cannot be denied when considering the trajectory of "wealth for wealth's sake" that these

GREEDHEADS chase as their constant drive to ascendency ~ to be worth 100 billion dollars like the

SNAKE and the retailer  Bezos have each so far piled high in their respective published Anancial

accounts ~ to syphon off this amount of money and then use it to leverage further "gains of wealth" is

totally and utterly MEANINGLESS ~

the game of marbles played at school when I was an infant illustrates the point ~ this is like having to

win every marble on the planet so that in the end no one can play with you because you own all the

marbles ~ then your personality demands that others respect your monopoly of the marble market ~

when others ignore your status as the "man with the most marbles" you become resentful and want to

punish these inferior humans who lack marbles which you have monopolised ~ in order to demonstrate

that your prowess at accumulating excessive marbles gives you the power to in[ict pain ~ then the

in[iction of pain becomes unsatisfactory as a means of self importance ~ so then you decide that like

God you can dispose of the crowds by stealth and conceit so you develop a Master Plan where people

will willingly commit suicide by taking your hypodermic in the upper bicep of you right arm ~ this works

like a dream when millions die and BILLIONS are STERILIZED ~ now your paranoia Anally Ands some

relief and your FEAR of the "MANY" will be assuaged by your Godlike ability to destroy because

destruction leads to creation and that means you are behaving like a God ~ this is how the PARANOID

mind of the SNAKE works ~ the DANGER is CLEAR and PRESENT  ~ wake up or DIE

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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RaajSingha

Hi Stan, your marble analogy makes an interesting read, while I get the clear picture of the psyche

of these megalomaniacs. In the game of marbles, rightly the lesser mortels have 'lost all their

marbles'.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

ha ha Raaj ~ yes, that certainly applies but the "superior" mortal had his "marbles" driven out of him

by a heavily conditioned upbringing by an ideologically deranged father ~ this is the story of the

SNAKE"S upbringing as he is still playing with his marbles

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

belizebeth

Excellent analogy, to the marbles game/take over.  Thank you.  We are seeing a digital wallet

system introduced in Belize, optional at this point.  We are in the extreme Western Caribbean

(noting the article says rollout in Eastern Caribbean)... I hope we are not next on their agenda but

fear we are.  Belize is considered as both Caribbean (member of CARICOM trading system) and

 physically we're also in Central America and do some business with our neighbours. Mostly we

export commodities (corn and beans) to CARICOM countries, and import processed goods and

some veggies from Mexico, Guatemala.  Due to WTO, we cannot test the imported foods for

pesticide residues etc - because that would be 'unfair trading practice' since we have no mandated

residue testing for domestically produced foods.  Thanks WTO (not).  Yes time for us all to WAKE

UP!  Thank you Dr. Mercola and commenters.

Posted On 01/16/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/RaajSingha/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/belizebeth/default.aspx
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stanleybecker

hi elizabeth ~ yes, they will go for the weaker and more vulnerable principalities as their Arst wave

~ they are driving my third world country to the brink as the Arst wave killed all the small

businesses ~ then as the replacement businesses opened up in the empty shops they instituted

the second deep Lockdown ton kill off the new starter ups ~ so who will start after this

consolidation of the ECONOMIC SUICIDE by these politicians that know nothing about economics

except that if you take a loan which you can never repay that's Ane because you have pocketed

large sums as baksheesh

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

shannonaz

Good Analogy Stanley. I always sense in Gates a disdain for people when he give interviews or 'Ted

Talks', almost like he is playing with us.  You can see it in his body language & smirk. All elite have

an arrogance about them, but with Gates, it is as if he sees things like a game, a cat & mouse game

where he knows he's the winner & his interaction with us is just a token visit with no real interest in

"us".    There is a similar essence that runs through all of high tech's upper management...I know,

as I used to work for 2 of the power houses today, mostly as they needed my translation services

for language, but I was there enough time to catch a glimpse.   They really do think they walk on

water.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi  shannon ~ I remember the Leonard Cohen line  ~ "  and Jesus was a sailor when he walked

upon the water" ~ your observations about the visage of the SNAKE displays a total lack of

EMPATHY ~ I saw an interview on the Lockdown's necessity where Gates was actually laughing

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/shannonaz/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
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when the human response would have been DESPAIR ~ so his Pavlovian conditioning by his

aberrant father drove all his emotional apparatus into the abyss ~ the birth of a marketing man

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

CMT367

By GREEDHEAD do you mean Gates or Musk? or both?

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

CMT ~ if you have followed my line of thought in the past 8 years I have written speciAcally about

Gates in over two million words of text ~ I don't know much about Musk except he MUST be

extremely intelligent ~ compared to Gates who apart from pathological cunning displays NO

intelligence ~ Musk is still evolving as a world intellectual force that has focussed primarily on the

problems of Mass Society without coming to the conclusion that universal population destruction

would be a likely candidate for human survival which is the thesis that the SNAKE advances ~ so

although they are both rich and powerful they do not think the same things or have the same

intentions

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Randyfast

Hi, Stan. There are many pieces to this evil puzzle and the following article ties in with Dr.

Mercola's article nicely. There is a master plan to transform all natural food into genetically

engineered and synthetic food. The oligarchs are buying up land as if it's a garage sale! "Snake" is

not the only one involved in this. Soon, there will be no real food left. I suggest that people read

https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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this one carefully. We all know what "Sustainable Agriculture" is, don't we?

www.forbes.com/sites/arielshapiro/2021/01/14/americas-biggest-owner-of..   Also; here's a short

video explaining how the "covid vaccines" aren't really vaccines. They are "Medical Devices"!

www.bitchute.com/.../6LYagqLH5SGa

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Randy ~ read the Forbes article ~ this trend of buying up the land for cents to the dollar is in line

with the quest for "more marbles" than anyone else ~ Gates once again is investing in a commodity

he has NO interest in ~ agriculture will suffer at his hands as the GMO failure makes clear ~ Gates

will exploit his ownership of the land in every disastrous way his CRACKED mind can think of ~

here is a man so CRAZED that he is completely divorced from human spiritual yearning ~ an

automaton foisted on us like Hitler was foisted on the German nation ~ everything this Midas

touches turns to DROSS including all these acres he now controls

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

IICapn

I've never commented here before, but - and I have no idea where you stand on religion - if this is

not what Christians would call Satanic, I don't know what is. This is exactly why democracy or a

semi-libertarianism cannot exist without the transcendent. If you think these things out from the

Biblical meta-narrative, and I'm Orthodox so I have a different take than Western theology, there's

no way out except by resistance. If you think from the perspective of an eternal being who is

anti-human (in the Bible the Satan is not so much anti-God except that he is anti-human - and yes -

The Biblical portrayal of Satan doesn't take full shape until much later than the earliest portions of

the OT - regardless there is continuity) then the marble game makes perfect sense. And what do

the technocratic elite want most but immortality. In some sense, the history of the world is a

https://www.forbes.com/sites/arielshapiro/2021/01/14/americas-biggest-owner-of-farmland-is-now-bill-gates-bezos-turner/?sh=59cd34856096
https://www.bitchute.com/video/6LYagqLH5SGa/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/IICapn/default.aspx
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technocratic elite trying to realize immortality. But if they achieve extending their lives by means of

AI, or even in the perpetuation of their hate through AI (as I don't think AI is truly possible in terms

of consciousness), or if, say, they knew how to extend life by 50-100 years - the imagination has no

real work to do to compare them to a fallen god.

The further you go back in the hierarchies that we have, you always end up with Snake/Devil,

always, at any time. Death is the only thing that has effectively stopped/curbed the perpetuation,

but it is also what perpetuates the hate. In short, the Snake's mission has never been diverted - the

takedown of the human project. Exposing the Snake exposes his death, his weakness, along with

those who live in want of immortality and fear of death - and their anti-human project is revealed

for what it is. Then people awake. But, in a world where the transcendent is completely necessary

for believing that humanity has any inherent teleology - and that being lost on us for generations -

yes, people may be aroused by fear but a meta-narrative is needed also.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Vladimira

Stanley, I only partially agree with you. It is not only the elite that are power crazed, there are a lot

of “regular” people who are power crazed and evil. In fact, I would argue that most people are not

good people, rich and poor alike. I, actually, do not mind, the elites exterminate the evil regular

people. They will do us a favor. Then we have to And a way to remove the elites. This will make the

earth a better place. I, genuinely and wholeheartedly do not value most lives out there (just as

Snake Gates, but nobody indoctrinated me), because as I spend time with them I feel that my time

has been wasted and I feel suffocated. Lives are not equal! We are all born unique.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

Capn ~ yes, teleology or purpose is relevant when God has no part in human discourse ~ with
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regard to your points about mortality and the forestalling of Thanatos ~ this is not the belief

system that my controlling ego subscribes to ~ "here but for the GRACE of God" has always been

my attitude ~ why these SOULLESS types want immortality is reminiscent of the void clinging to

the void ~ their role in this life does involve some sort of antagonism to life in an emptiness that

has lost all touch with the Ur Paradise known as Eden ~ what we know of Eden is that it was lush

and alive ~ but the drive now is burnt earth and destruction ~ our beliefs are constantly tested

against our residual fragment of our Arst experiences ~ certainly, I look to the garden that is being

shunned and abused mercilessly by these antagonists that HATE Life

hi Vladimira ~ yes, you have many versions of personality dysfunction where especially in the

business/ money arena people behave in a selAsh immoral grasping echo of the magniAed greed

of the  plutocratic class ~ they admire rich people as having been blessed with "good fortune" ~

this is a superstition that has always been part of the folk world like seeing disease as a portent of

"evil intervention" ~ people are so primitive ~ don't be fooled by the technology

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Vladimira

Stanley, I like your terminology: “personality dysfunction.” This is the same type of person that

Chris Coles describes as “morally bankrupt.” I cannot stand such people. The moral compass is

what makes us human, without it there is no humanity.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

truebluehealth

over my life Ive read Sci Fi books and they warned about the dangers of the robots taking over, little did

the authors know that its the elitists and souless greedy corporations that have lost their humanity

 that are trying to take control  - thank you Dr Mecola and all others out there keeping us informed and

objective
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Cabochon

Isn’t it pathetic, truebluehealth, how the present not only mirrors science “Action” of the past but

seems to have used it as a blueprint for the globalist coup d’etat and replacement of parliamentary

democracy and federal constitution by totalitarian technocracy and the surveillance state?  As well

as the Orwell and Huxley guidebooks, it appears the globalists wrote their thesis based on ideas

from old Alms such as the ‘The Hamburg Syndrome’ 1979 https://youtu.be/etekvGN4R_g  and even

on old episodes of The Twilight Zone where “logic  is the enemy and the truth a menace”.  I think

we learned  all about that in 2020.  “This is not a new world, it is simply an extension of what began

in the old one.... It has reAnements, technological advances, and a more sophisticated approach to

the destruction of human freedom.....it has one iron rule: logic is an enemy and truth is a menace.

Romney Wordsworth, is a citizen of the State but will soon have to be eliminated, because he's built

out of [esh and because he has a mind.” The Obsolete Man’ episode 65, Twilight Zone, 1961.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

good post Cabochon ~ the "Twilight" now must become the FROZEN and morphed into the DEAD

Zone a Stephen King novel directed by the outstanding David Cronenberg ~

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

mar6577

I came to Canada in 1961 ( from Germany) and I was trying to improve my English by reading -

mostly SciFi Paperbacks. And what I was reading then - 60 years ago - is becoming a REALITY in
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2021. WOW - who could have guessed !!! BTW - I experienced back in Germany what Hitler was

doing to us - what is going on now is WORSE - there is no comparison!! What he wanted to achieve

is now becoming the real thing - people have not learned from the past - this mistake will incur

heavy payments - not only will property in any form be lost ( or taken away by the Gates etc. ) but

LIVES as well !!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Kevin131

Watched this video on brandnewtube a couple weeks ago, and she is spot on. The new system will fail,

people need property, possessions, and responsibilities for said ownerships, of body, labour, property,

their own children and a shared ownership in the political compact that laws and governance

embodies, equality under the law, free speech, and common law freedoms to engage in economic

activity, if you take any of those basic rights away, you are violating the human condition for life,

freedom, liberty, peace and prosperity. If the globalists want to own and control everything, how can

they not empathize that every individual also wants self control and ownership of the means for shelter

and productivity? Well, they do, but they are psychopaths, so they want to kill you if you don't let them

steal and control everything, including you body, your children's bodies, etc. It's satanic and destructive

of humanity to the core, is the globalist ideology, our needs, demand a revolt against them, their

corporate bodies, enables, aiders and abbetors, criminals and threats against humanity, all of them.

Illuminati, Masons, media, secret cults and secret service, so called elites who think like street thugs,

and behave worse than street thugs.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

alazon

How to oppose this? Start by getting rid of your smart/cell phone, and paying zero attention to

(anti)social media.
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ChrisColes

This is an example of the wider debate that Dr. Mercola has realised he has a responsibility to deliver;

we all need to understand that what is going on, right now; is a direct threat to our health, both mental

and physical. Again all of us need to keep in mind the work of Children's Health Defence lead by Robert

F Kennedy Jr. As also the Critical Care team resulting from the work of Dr. Paul Marik https/.../    and

watch the video on that page. Those of you reporting that you see friends with long term health

problems caused by COVID need to understand that their problems are being deliberately caused by

the treatments they have received, that never involve the simplest things such as vitamin C, vitamin D3

and the like. That their friends should go back and insist that they are treated under the protocols set

out in great detail on that covid19criticalcare.com   web page. Just scroll down the page, they are right

there, available for everyone to read and understand.

Turning to the matter of banking and Anance, a subject that I have been directly involved with since

being invited into a conversation with the then Governor of the Bank of England, Eddie George, which

originated from a letter of mine published in The Times London, Tuesday June 2, 1992, asking the

question; Who leads the savings institutions towards longer term investment in the nation and away

from short term property speculation? All this stemmed from my delivering a copies of my Evidence of

Due Diligence, related to my own thinking, which I later set out in much more detail in my free PDF

book; The Road Ahead from a Grass Roots Perspective.

We have is a profoundly bankrupt, both intellectually and Anancially, banking and Anance system that is

signally failing, right in front of us all. As such I suggest another viewpoint, Daniel Amerman, who has

been writing chapters of a book; latest here danielamerman.com/.../H3TwoCenturies.html  read and

learn.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ChrisColes
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So everything that Dr. Mercola has highlighted is the result of intellectual bankruptcy; in their

desperation, they have lost sight of their ethics, have clearly failed to understand the origins of

civilisation; have an irrational desperate fear of the historical foundations of a free society built

upon the concept of free enterprise; where the manager of a business owned the business which in

turn was always founded upon the help of their local communities investment into what became . .

. their local source of employment and thus household income.

The origins of our past successful civilisation go back more than a thousand years to strip farming;

where local land owners realised that the prosperity of their communities would increase, if they

allowed ordinary members of their community to have access to a strip of their land upon which

they could grow a crop of food for onward sale into the local farmers market; the origin of Market

Towns here in England. If you can get a copy I recommend you read; The English Village

Community, examined in its relations to the manorial and tribal systems and to the common or

open Aeld system of husbandry, An Essay In Economic History by Frederic Seebohm, LL.D, F.S.A.,

 my copy being a reprint from the fourth edition, Longmans, Green, and co, 1896

What we have to fully understand is everything we can see is the result of bankruptcy; desperation

to avoid the consequences of their failures. And we must address them with those facts. Tell them,

every way we can that we see they are intellectually bankrupt. Force the debate right out into the

open, where then everyone will see, they have no clothes. May I take this opportunity to thank

everyone who has already stepped forward to join in and support me; I really do appreciate their

kind words. Thank you, all of you; very much appreciated.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

Chris ~ I have re[ected on your thesis that a paucity of creative thinking is the major failing in our

present dilemma ~ the conclusion I came to is that certain human mental activities oppose

"creative thinking" because their tools for wealth accumulation would than become futile ~

examples would be the exposure of PROPAGANDA and the actions that the PROPAGANDA

instrumentally achieves would be neutralized by general public recognition of the stealth goals of

these megalomaniacs ~ the idea of "intellectual bankruptcy" founders when the level of intellect
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per human unit is analysed and found to be NON EXISTENT ~ the one situation "intellectual

bankruptcy" equals the corollary of "intellectual VOID" ~ the Sex Pistols hit "Pretty Vacant"

illustrates this point

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ChrisColes

stanleybecker The bankrupt always tries to cover up their lack of suncient income by doing

everything they can to go on borrowing; rather than face the truth, that their ideas, concepts . . .

simply do not work . . . have failed. So my take on the warnings presented today by Dr. Mercola

should be seen in that light, rather than his; and that is not to detract from what he tells us,

because he is correct . . . these are the things they are trying to do to take control of what is clearly

coming down the line. My point is we must concentrate our minds on their failures; rather than

what they are trying to implement to cover them up. One last important point to make; I have no

Anancial relationship with Daniel Amerman, I have never spoken to him, nor have I ever bought his

DVD sets; it is simply that I believe his viewpoint is very valuable, when we wish to know what is

going on in the background.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

Chris ~ your paradigm is the duality of "success" versus "failure" which is a common grouping to be

sure ~ however, looking at both sides of the coin is always recommended in critical thinking ~ the

weaknesses and strengths are always revised to suit the argument that the claimant to a particular

standpoint adheres to ~ yes, I agree that the motives MUST be brought to the surface ~ this site is

one of a few that subscribes to this necessity ~ understanding the mystique that clouds the

scenario is possible but highly unlikely ~ most people have no interest in interpreting their own

dreams let alone social signals that dissemble and mislead ~ now you enter the realm of the

partially blind versus the permanently blind as in the metaphorical "the BLIND lead the BLIND" ~
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Jesus often spoke about the reality of love and what it does to sight ~

a public confession by these MADMEN who dominate world politics is impossible ~ so who is

going to lead the people out of the wilderness and back to Eden  ??? ~ PS.  looked at your

Amerman link ~ am well aware of the never never world of "money supply" politics ~ this implies

the "snake" part of the "snakes and ladders" game ~ the in[ation is momentarily delayed by Aat

currency ~ but the planet continues to be abused by short term carpetbaggers who maintain stock

prices by consuming stimulus payouts ~ this is a daisy chain of nothingness dressed up as

Aduciary programs ~ the wolves are eating the sheep as they have always done in the past and

even more so in the Future ~ FREEDOM has become obsolete

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

larry_e

Catherine lays it all out with this one! I think it's funny how the interviewer reacts. I think her take on

this is as accurate as any other. She is hoping that enough sane people are left to make the right

decisions. And yes, we do have to come clean! My own only intellectual defense against this trend was

knowing I was being lied to because of the other lies being perpetrated earlier by those same control

structures. A lot of people haven't realized how much they were being lied to until very recently, or else

they still don't realize it. A Facebook friend recently ran a "poll" to And out who among her friends

thought Biden had won the election fair and square. They all voted "yes" except me.

One of them asked me what proof I had, as if she was totally unaware of all the data gathering and

litigation and brieAngs that have been going on since 3 November. They all have effectively shut

themselves off from the facts. I was not surprised, but it is appalling that so many highly educated

people could get this so wrong and apparently not care about their own freedom and their own futures.

The grim joke is that we DO come back. When I die in roughly 20 years, someone who is 5 or 10 now

will get married and have kids, and I will be one of those kids. And I will have to live through the future

that I allowed to happen! So I really hope it doesn't come out as grim as Catherine describes, because

I'm not sure how many more "learning experiences" I want to live through!
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Raythe4th

And as it is appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment: so Christ was once offered

to bear the sins of many; and unto them that look for him shall he appear the second time without

sin unto salvation. Hebrews 9:27-28 Reincarnation isn’t true. The 10 Commandments are God’s

moral law. The standard by which everyone will be judged by on Judgement day. Since everyone of

us are guilty of violating His Law, we will be given the penalty for it, which is eternal damnation.

 Luckily for us, God has provided us a way to be pardoned.

He sent His son to be a SacriAcial Lamb, to pay the Ane for the sins of many.  But he was wounded

for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities: the chastisement of our peace was upon

him; and with his stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; we have turned every

one to his own way; and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was oppressed, and he

was axicted, yet he opened not his mouth: he is brought as a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep

before her shearers is dumb, so he openeth not his mouth. Isaiah 53:5-7  be it known unto you all,

and to all the people of Israel, that by the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye cruciAed,

whom God raised from the dead, even by him doth this man stand here before you whole.

This is the stone which was set at nought of you builders, which is become the head of the corner.

Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under heaven given among

men, whereby we must be saved. Acts 4:10-12 For God so loved the world, that he gave his only

begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God

sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the world through him might be

saved. John 3:16-17 that if thou shalt confess with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in

thine heart that God hath raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved.  Romans 10:9

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished
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The only way to tackle the Great Reset is by creating our own currency. Not digital currency, because

the technocrats control your access. Considering that my tiny country bank closed my account (the

so-called "Compliance Oncer" stepped in) simply because I expressed my view that mask-wearing is

illegal in a Anancial institution and it causes a LOT more harm than good, basically amounting to

torture), it seems just about impossible to succeed and remain human and alive at the same time. I am

not sure if the following is a ripoff or not, but something like this might work: https://goldback.com/  

Of course, when GaddaA tried this, the result was not pretty. JFK also tried to issue dollars and you

know how that ended.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Kevin131

Get a small magnet, check your pennies and pence, start keeping all the real copper ones, precious

metals will be back in vogue, trust me, they will. Even aluminum will be worth trading in.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

mourningwarbler

What about that thing where police can just take your money if they decide to?  I guess it happens

at airports a lot. I tend to wear my mask below the nose... and when I did this at a branch I usually

don't go to, the young lady by the counter was super ADAMANT!!!! that I keep my mask up!!! There

was plexiglass between us. No reason about previous pandemics that were at least 1-1/2 times the

magnitude of this... or about masks not doing any good because viruses aren't like that... etc etc,

did any good. The heart-tug-to-the-fear she conveyed is that someone in her family died of

COVID....  and I know they died of something and that is sad, but it very well could have been a

dozen other things and not COVID.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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axkershaw

We do not as of yet need a new paper currency. Just hoard as much as you can. Even in the middle

of Armageddon you will be able to use paper currency like $, euros, pesos, pounds easier than

gold. The local farmer or green grocer will not be set up to take gold or bitcoins but real coins will

still buy eggs.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

jsmccord7

I believe the head of the beast has been severed .......eliminating the rest is in the making....!!!  Do not

live in fear.....this is what the evil side feeds off of....!!!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

Living in fear is worse than death. It's a bit sad that those who succumb to it want to live a life like

that... Those, who have no faith in something greater than themselves, can believe in anything, but

fear will prevail.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

jsm ~ the SNAKE has not lost his head ~ they are rolling out millions of vaccines as we speak ~ the

poison is circulating in the arteries of the multitudes
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

johnottw

I am so glad I found Dr Mercola website actually just pre pandemic, having suffered a minor stroke.

The stroke I now believe was caused by Covid. As I say just pre pandemic when Covid was an unknown

entity but was deAnitely around in my area of the U.K.  Lots of people had a terrible [u and they even

started calling it East Yorkshire [u, around Christmas 2019.  Luckily lead me to Dr Mercola. But readers

comments lead mr to drcharlieward.com And it is to drcharlieward.com that I must direct all you good

American folk. President Trump who cannot get a voice anywhere in our corrupt evil media has chosen

drcharlieward.com to try to get his message to the people. Dr Charlie has been seeking the truth since

the beginning of the pandemic and has grown from zero followers on YouTube to over 8 million on his

own platform. He was along with others removed from YouTube for broadcasting the truth. The

endgame is here and Biden will not be the President.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

RICHTEX10

Charlie Ward, Simon Parkes, And Robert Steele have valuable insight to share for those invested in

humanity.   God will take care of the rest, if we educate ourselves and stay informed.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

Chances are your stroke was caused by the same things that create "Covid symptoms."

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Sheltie Lover

I have wondered if Covid-19 was around long before we heard the name. ... I had a really strange

"[u" in August of 2019.  ... I was extremely sick for a couple weeks and then had a persistent cough

for six weeks after. ... First: August is a mighty strange time to get the "[u". ... Second: My neighbor

got apparently the same thing some time after I did and he has never recovered. He has been

bedridden since November of 2019. I'd love to be tested for antibodies, but I think it's best to avoid

the places where one could get tested. :~(

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

cat6071

I have been listening to Charlie since Nov.  I didn't know what Gesara /Nesara was until then.  Mel K

who worked with Trump for years is a weekly guest.  Another one is Amazing Polly.  Both are on

bitchute.com after being debunked from YouTube.  And yes Stanley...jab does stand for that term

you stated!  He didn't want to get it, but said that if this was his only way to see his Grandkids he's

going to comply.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

markbrodyhomeopath

While this takeover is horrifying, truly the stuff of the most frightening Matrix like sci-A movies, the

wealthy who are proAting from the pandemic and from the changeover of the Anancial system are not

thinking very clearly.  Because as they amass greater and greater fortunes they are destroying the

world, destroying the lives of hundreds of millions of not billions of people.  So once they conquer the

world, they will have destroyed it.  Then their gain will be to have a colossal fortune even larger than

their previously colossal fortune, an no world to enjoy it in.  
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Because the world will have been destroyed.  Imagine having billions of dollars but no stores to buy

things in, no people who have good lives to share your lives with, no place your children can have a life,

become contributing members of society, where your children and grandchildren must remain leeches

on your bloated fortune for their entire lives because the world is too hostile and dysfunctional place

for them to live in.  Additionally, the people will be so angry at having been dispossessed that you

literally will take your life into your own hands by leaving your private estate.  You will need to lock

yourself into a well-defended compound to protect yourself from the murderous rage of the masses

whom you've dispossessed.  Like most megalomaniacal schemes, the consequences of success are

rarely conceived, and prove fatal to the schemers in the end.  A lot of damage occurs along the way,

though, and this must be prepared for.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

well stated  mark

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

IICapn

This is why you have to think one step behind the elite, and there you And the occult. The suicidal

tendency is inherent. But it fulAlls the sacriAcial demands, yourself included. So, for them, it's not

so much suicide as it is sacriAce. The only people who will be worried about the rage of the

masses will be those who are not truly loyal to the occult. The lie they must believe is that they will

inherit the earth when it will be given to the meek. It's a bad deal for them in the end, Anding out

they were pawns.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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ChrisColes

And just to show how relevant Dr. Mercola's post is today; Foreign Affairs has just put up this article

 How to Save Democracy From Technology Ending Big Tech’s Information Monopoly By Francis

Fukuyama, Barak Richman, and Ashish Goel Sadly behind a paywall but it is archived here

 https://archive.fo/1[8l

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rrealrose

ChrisColes - Thanks for your link. My boss has been talking about "The Fairness Act" being

recinded a lot lately. Here's the jist, taken from your link:  "Back in the heyday of broadcast

television, the Federal Communications Commission’s fairness doctrine required networks to

maintain “balanced” coverage of political issues. Republicans relentlessly attacked the doctrine,

claiming the networks were biased against conservatives, and the Federal Communications

Commission rescinded it in 1987. So imagine a public regulator trying to decide whether to block a

presidential tweet today. Whatever the decision, it would be massively controversial."

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Retsbew

This alternate media with the URL:    X22Report.com    that is pro President Trump has been saying that

he is going to bring down the Federal Reserve/Central Bank and replace it with a system - and then the

description of the system seems hazy to me.  I've lived in the states, but I'm not sophisticated enough

to understand the banking system.  Dave, the moderator, claims the banking system in the states only

has a life of about 50 yrs., and he goes into the history of the various changes it's gone through.  The

other claim is that President Trump will be embarking on his plan, which is legal, to retain the

presidency and that the declassiAcation project, either today or Monday, is part of it.  
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There's an article about this in the January 15/21 UK Daily Mail and this newspaper prints total rubbish

and is anti-Trump as is all MSM.  I didn't read the article, but more than one of those commenting

stated that the material won't be redacted.  The X22Report is not on YouTube any longer, but imitators

are.  I'm on the mailing list and think you can access it on Bitchute.  Alex Jones, Infowars has heralded

this slavery system being invoked for quite a long time.  Please, I am not endorsing these sources and

have no wish to defend them.  I use them to provide information that sometimes is useful in

determining what is actually happening, but I am quite wary of their material until I can verify it.  The

podcast I'm referring to on the X22Report is titled,  Declass, MEMO is Just The Beginning, Warning

Storm Ahead - Ep. 2379.  Subscription is free or there's a membership you can pay for.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Kevin131

You follow Mike Adams too, cool...

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

larry_e

It's a shame we must resort to getting our data from sources that are so "sketchy." My favorite is

Courtney Brown at Farsight Institute.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

Even a dental once can administer nanobots with a mouth swab. Considering the incentives hospitals

have been receiving for misdiagnosis and deadly treatments along with an occasional threat, even this

might not be too far-fetched. Moreover, the dentist and the staff does not even need to know about
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this. As for Covid-19 symptoms, I primarily suspect disinfectants delivered to stores. Besides 5G, those

are probably the second most likely causes of “COVID symptoms.” In the last eight months, I have also

been noticing frequent chemtrails, even an unmarked chopper with a spray tank. Mask-wearing surely

contributes to the symptoms, as it ultimately causes bacterial pneumonia, the cause of 95% of deaths

in the 1918 pandemic, according to a 2008 study published by the CDC.

I have known it in the past 48 years that medicine is full of myths that tend to change every 5-10 years.

It doesn’t even have a universally working paradigm for a human being. An alternative view is that viral

shedding is actually part of the body’s way to detoxify itself through the endocrine system, sounds

more accurate to me than the “infectious viral diseases” assumption. Also, it looks like pandemics in

history overlap periods when the human immune system was weakened by increased electromagnetic

environments caused by excessive solar activity or the installation of new electric paraphernalia.

I don’t think that the MSM fear porn alone can explain the mass compliance and the sheepish behavior

of the masses. During lockdowns, 5G towers have been installed even in schools. Nanobots can be

delivered with a mouth swab, even the fake test that robs you from your DNA, or in a spray form (which

is a lot faster and cheaper than, say, your tap water). Resilience can be enhanced by not watching TV,

not listening to the radio, and checking info, esp. comments on alt-m, but the average person is

fundamentally defenseless. The last stand of those with a heart will be lonely and not pretty at all.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

gardenmad

Astonished, have you read "The Invisable Rainbow" by Arthur Firstenberg? He says that the 1918

[u was caused by the new radio towers and also in the second world war a lot of the radar

operators got sick with [u like symptoms. I wonder with all the EMFs around nowadays that it is

affecting us with what we think are viruses, but maybe these are just debri from cells in our body

that have become toxic from toxic food and chemicals and EMFs and pollution in the air.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Astonished

Gardenmad: Nope, our sources are different, but they amount to the same conclusion. E.g.

Atzinfo.net/2020/08/29/growing-evidence-covid-19-symptoms-a-result-of..  . Viral infection

remains an unproven theory and the only vaccine ever proven to work was for smallpox. It is a lot

more logical explanation to assume that viruses are products of the body's detoxiAcation, while

viral shedding can cause poisoning (viral overload) that result in the same end product, while

making the other party sick. Besides, the 1918 epidemic seems to have been elevated by the

vaccine servicemen received against meningitis (these days, small children are given such a

vaccine multiple times), increasing the poisons in people's bodies. Here is a source:

www.globalresearch.ca/true-story-1918-viral-in[uenza-pandemic/5728776   It looks like there is

an uncanny coincidence between the introduction of drastically more powerful electromagnetic

Aelds and "pandemics," including the medieval plagues, when extreme solar activity did the same.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

There is also something very unhealthy about repeatedly digging through this manure pile of

totalitarian deception...Like "I was raped at age 12," and now it's my life focus....You can [ip off a

hurricane but it still gonna blow.....There are asteroids coming too; the sky is always falling, there is

always dog-doo on the sidewalk..it's the human condition since civilization began...you can get outta

the way..deal with the day..be positive..stay happy with your dog, a jug of red and a good dinner...there

has never been anything else!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi Forbidden ~ the Beatles anthem "All you need is LOVE" springs to mind
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

epi-cure

I watched this CAF interview when it was Arst aired. What impressed me most was her talent for

sleuthing out the overlap between the "opportunity zones" and the rioting. A few years ago she Arst

alerted us to the missing trillions. MSU economist Mark Skidmore and his coterie of grad students

then joined forces with her declaring that there was at least 21 trillion unaccountable. In more recent

interviews she's stated further investigation has become dincult because as of August 2019 the GAO

could no longer provide reliable data since the numbers no longer were available due to systemic

redaction practices. And yet Skidmore's rigorous analysis now shows that number has since been

revised to 90 trillion. Former CIA intelligence operative Robert David Steele claims that Wall Street

alone has pilfered a documentable 100 trillion and perhaps as much as 200 trillion through derivatives,

more speciAcally, naked short selling. Anyhow, here's an hour's worth of Qs&As that is sure to deliver

some new zingers.  www.bitchute.com/.../b4JZPoNXptbN

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi epi ~ all the trillions make me dizzy with incomprehension ~ why society does not revolt against

this Anancial skulduggery bewilders me

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

Stanley: Those who control your access to your money, control everything, including the supply

chain. There is no such thing as "society." Only people exist and they are muzzled, distanced,

openly tortured "for their own sake." The outcome is clear and visible: a bunch of zombies who will
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eventually eliminate dissent. The useful idiots are also victims, but they don't seem to notice.

Americans have been trained early to be compliant: many are perfect examples of the conformist

psychopath.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

Astonished did you ever see that Bertolucci movie "The Conformist" ??

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

epi-cure

Stan,     a favorite money quote, adjusted to in[ation (trillions), has got to be that of the former

Illinois U.S. Senator Everett Dirksen (deceased in 1969): "A billion here, a billion there, pretty soon

you're talking about real money".  As for the bewildering part, how many of these prerequisites do

you, I or any of the other whiners here in the forum possess? I Agure the recipe for success

requires at least 5 of these bigs: guns, war chest, ambition/mission/resolve, balls, alliances.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

the only one of the elements you listed epi that I seem to have embraced is "resolve" ~ I, from a

young age {5 to 6 years old} was to treat Life as an adventure that God had invited me to partake of

~ this was not a conformist reality ~ when I look back at my past I don't consider that my childhood

intuitions were misplaced although many in society feel my lack of conformity to be an insult to

their subjection to the collective unconscious ~ my independence seems to disorientate the

Zombies to the point of incoherence
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

axkershaw

Yes Epi they can and have created digitally and sequestered almost inAnite amounts of money.

They cannot create digitally land, cheap labor or vital resources. That is where the true wealth lies.

The Opportunity Zones destruction makes sense. That is real estate that is now for sale. If things

are not for sale, money does not matter. The master plan involves impoverishing the 99% and their

states and nations so more is available to be acquired by the pathological  .00001%. Fitts is

amazing and her inside point of view and ability to analyze makes her dangerous to the .00001%. I

am surprised that she had the fortitude to leave Wall Street and government.

She wisely moved to a small town in Tennessee so any strangers would be noticed. Still I am

surprised she is still alive. There are many ways to not cooperate and still thrive. Grow your own or

buy from someone who does. Stash cash. It will always be acceptable for eggs. Start a local,

county or state public bank where your local taxes will be used locally. Join a student loan strike.

Build a community distillery to make ethanol to run your vehicles. Democratize and localize

everything you can. Run for local once or support those whose values are human. As Fitts makes

clear money is not the objective control is.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

garagekey

Wowee. This one's a corker. Pandora's Box is opening wider in the Hall of Mirrors. "Tell me a story of

mind over matter The hope and glory of life ever after The sound and the fury The cloak and the

dagger" -Ladybird (Tears for Fears)

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Jackaroni

It seems that the elite see the world as a game, and we are their playing pieces to do with as they wish.

 It is as if they are gods remaking the earth and society as they wish and we are merely the pawns.

 Perhaps we need to go back to trading services and goods directly and skipping currency altogether.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Jim_Bo

I believe Dr. Mercola will be remembered in history for his visionary look at what our world is apt to be,

going down the road we are now on that mainstream news is oblivious to. Thank you also Top Posters

for your perspicacious observations.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ncoxcpa

Great article!   Terrifying times.  I’m so angry at Big Tech censorship this last week, and would love a

step-by-step guideline of what to do to cut off dangerous companies... by name.  It would be great if

someone dared to write it out.  I’ve stopped shopping Amazon for their stupid stunt against Parler last

week.  That move was HUGE for me.  Not sure if I should skip over to Walmart.com or Target.com

when I need convenience and can’t shop local?  Probably not, I know.  I use an Apple phone.   Google is

on the computers, but usi Duck duck Go as a main browser.  How can I be sure they aren’t making

advertising dollars off me?  Facebook, too.  I’m trying to stay off, but all my family is on there.  I don’t

want them to make money off their targeted ads when I can’t even share a Mercola article!   Money

talks.  This whole mess we’re in is all about money.  Money is the way to Aght it... not violence.  I’m

convinced we need a real plan shared across all exiting Social Media to help us that are willing and

able to Aght!  Thanks for listening.  (And thanks for the Bitcoin tip).
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ayn8188

I don't know if this reminds me more of 1984 or the book of Revelation.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

axkershaw

Fitts intimates that Mr. Global are the International Central Banksters. They are pathological narcissists

that do not look upon the 99% as the same species just like the Louis & Georges did not look upon the

people in their countries & colonies as people of the same order. Unlike the 99% they did not learn their

humanity in the arms of their mothers. They all had hired caretakers. The connection that those

children formed to their caretakers was broken. They learned  that their caretakers & the rest of the

99% were less & under control of other people & as a children they are part of the controlling class with

certain privileges & duties only to fellow members.

That try very hard to be & remain hidden is an indication of how much they fear the 99%. They are not

even on Forbes list of billionaires. There is no Getty, Morgan, Rockefeller, Stanley or Rothschild on the

list only new money like Bezos.  We can build a more humane system by not cooperating. Start local &

state public banks. Do not pay your student loans. Grow your own food &/or buy directly from someone

who does. Build a community disstillery to make ethanol to run your vehicles. Put aside as much cash

as possible. When the digital money system does not work one way or another, people will still accept

$bills. Not many will be set up to take gold or bitcoins for eggs. We are not helpless against the

.00001%. We do not need to have a violent revolt. We can rerun the 60s tune in & drop out.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

pranarun
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Thank you Dr. Mercola for your guts & determination, your a shining light in a darkening world. By all of

us continuing to spread this knowledge and stick up for our Constitutional Rights, we can prevail. New

platforms are pooping up for the truth to be spread, and many are now realizing what's really going on

with the world.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

harvelicious

After decades of stealthily utilizing the nefarious strategies (end justiAes the means) of deception, lies,

extortion, coercion, threats, force, divide & conquer, to inAltrate, bully, bribe, corrupt & steal their way

into societal power positions of authority , the NWO fascists, along with their ignorant, complicit,

sycophant operatives are now in position & are going all in to put the last nails into the conns of

Freedom, Liberty, Self-determination, & Morality under the guise of a medical tyranny. Under the new

totalitarian NWO fascistic technocratic transhumanistic centralized elitist psychopathic,

megalomaniacal governance, this takeover plan is to be executed with great haste so that by the time

most people actually wake up, it will be too late to resist & stop it. Mass censorship, tracking, contact

tracing, AI & pseudo-science/medical tyranny will be used to steal the wealth of, & destroy the most

dincult to control & largest segment of population in society being the middle class/businesses. The

following website that is connected to the intelligence agencies predict massive GDP & population

reduction in western countries by 2025 (I did the calculations based on the data they provided):

#1) UK: -78.5% pop. -95.4% GDP #2) Ireland: -74% pop. -95.6% GDP #3) USA: -69.6% pop. -91.6% GDP

#5) Germany: -65% pop. -89.8% GDP #9) Spain: -43.8% pop. -79.3% GDP #11) France: -41.8% pop.

-75.5% GDP #13) Australia: -34.8% pop. -75.8% GDP #29) Canada: -25.7% pop. -61.3% GDP

https://deagel.com/forecast   That's 400 Million in those 8 countries listed, & 518 Million for all

countries, in 5 years. White, Christian Western Societies are the prime target. Here is the legislation

from State of New York that describes how the state is changing health law to remove your rights. This

will be happening quickly across the USA & the globe: legislation.nysenate.gov/.../A416   Quebec: 'Bill

18 - An Act to Amend the Civil Code' is also designed to remove rights.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Eevee

They just call it "The Coronavirus Act 2020" here in the UK, it is amended and updated and messed

around with all the time.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

harvelicious

To achieve their eugenics targets of over 500 Million by 2025 & of over 7 Billion by 2050, they will

utilize all means necessary. The 'vaccines', drugs, EMF, AI, technology, psychological warfare, food

control, lack of medical access/services, restrict/prevent movement, activities or public

gatherings, isolation, execution, destroy family & friend relationships, destroy jobs, theft of wealth,

surveillance, etc., are their Modus Operandi (MO). What we are experiencing so far is minor

compared to where they will take it if we let them. Never forget that these Satanic psychopaths

have no empathy & once they get a taste of power, they just want more & more, for the lust for

power is insatiable, & they absolutely revel in in[icting massive pain, suffering, destruction, death,

while pompously gloat in self-adulation, aggrandizement, & idolatry.

They absolutely hate the 'US Constitution' & the 'Ten Commandments' & constantly try to And ways

to subvert, undermine & change the 'deAnition' of words & meaning (intention) so that they can

cleverly manipulate these pillars of peaceful free society into so called "living documents"

(translation - change them for our purposes - end justiAes the means). These psychopaths &

megalomaniacs are posers, usurpers & destroyers of anything truly 'good'.

These cornerstones of a peaceful free society have been under attack since their creation. But, its

been the lack of vigilance, arrogant naivety, vanity, cowardice, laziness, ignorance, gullibility,

gluttony, hedonism, debacherchy, selAshness, & lack of responsibility & accountability of the

people that have allowed these evil forces to get the upper hand. Greasing the squeaky wheel

today never resolves the bigger underlying problem of tomorrow.  One would think it to be quite

reasonable to never let children play with matches around the house, but, yet, we allow the petulant

children (in the body of an adult) have all the matches they want within the institutions of our
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countries!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ttwdem

The Joint Chiefs of Staff just issued a memo to all members of the Armed Forces declaring that Biden

will be the next president. But people in the U.S. are still under the delusion that they have a federal

government ruling the country. Not so. The military and the intelligence agencies are in control, running

not a republic but a national security state. No president or lawmaker has dared to challenge this after

Kennedy. The Supreme Court has bowed down to the military and intelligence overlords, repeatedly: 1)

1950s Supreme Court granted Pentagon demand for the state-secrets doctrine, circumventing the

legislature; 2) Giving power of assassination to the national security establishment (even against

Americans), circumventing the Bill of Rights.

www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2021/january/14/th.. . We let our freedom slip

away because we were too lazy and too stupid to realize that you cannot ever just attain freedom and

have it forever more. Once you get it, you must Aght for it every single day. Catherine Fitts is right to

see slavery on the horizon.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

CMT367

at 27:00 , Fitts thinks there was “massive fraud” in 2020 USA vote by absentee ballot...but she offers

NO PROOF.  I used to respect Fitts for Anance savvy, but she obviously think the “Truth” side is the

GOP-Trump side...vs. the Slavery choice , which she now thinks is Biden? Biden will make a lot of

mistakes but Trump was clearly more dangerous, due to his uncontrolled speech... Fitts likes to quote

the Bible occas. too...when it suits her

Consider the possibility that the covid outbreak was coincidental in timing, not in collusion with Mr.

Global.The CCP-Wuhan Inst Virology was hiding its doings from Fauci and who else? Fauci gave them
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$5 mil to engineer chimera-viruses. Who else was helping? Who else trusts CCP-China? Biden says he

will continue Trump's policy of suspicion toward China.  Fitts is talking more and more like she actually

believes the C-theories circulating, new and old....

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Jackaroni

Does it really matter who the President is?  The real power is in congress and they are ALL bought

and paid for by the same entities orchestrating the technocracy.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ameshell37

@sheltielover Attached is a report proving Dr. Fauci, Peter Dadzak, Shi Zheng-Li, etc knew Covid

existed in humans in 2017.

web.archive.org/web/20201102162350/https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/..

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rcaffrey

Simon Parkes Charlie Ward and Robert Steele are some sort of Pysop.  I saw a video where Simon

thinks he has an 8 ft purple alien mother and he has sex 4 times a year with another entity and he has

an alien child. People, I am telling you this is serious when someone backs these weirdos.  Notice that

simon is still on you tube.  They are making fools of us.  This election is over and the revolution begins.

 It will be a terroristic type war.  I am too old to participate but anyone with eyes can see where we are

headed.  WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A POLITICAL PARTY USES FRAUDLENT MEANS TO STEAL AN

ELECTION THAT CHANGES THE POWER STRUCTURE OF THE ENTIRE PLANET?  WHAT IS THE END
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GAME FOR SOMEONE WHO DID THIS.  FACIST POLICIES AND COMPLETE COMMUNIST LIKE

CONTROL.  WHAT DOES IT SAY IN THE FEDLIST PAPERS WE SHOULD DO?  WE HAVE EXHAUSTED ALL

OTHER MEANS.  THEY WONT HEAR THE CASE.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

your despair is a bit premature ~ wait and see if that schmo Joe is POTUS after Jan 20th

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rrealrose

In case anyone doubts possible vision being presented above, earlier today I stumbled across this

article about what Wall Street Visionaries are seeing for 5 to 10 years ahead - no surprise here, they

echo much of what C A Fitts is saying about robots vs humans, not so bluntly. Read this for yourself!

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-12/what-do-wall-street-leaders..

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

chocopot0613gmail.com

As I have been saying for some time, the self-anointed elites among us, who are very few in number,

are working to create a 21st Century version of medieval feudalism, where all of the money/Anances,

all of the resources, and all of the military/police are controlled by the elites, all for their own gain and

beneAt, and all to the detriment of the entire rest of the population, who will be nothing more than

serfs, slaves without chains, whose continued existence will depend solely on their usefulness to the

elites.  We are heading to this unless a stop is put to it now.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-12/what-do-wall-street-leaders-think-is-the-next-big-risk?utm_source=pocket-newtab
https://articles.mercola.com/members/chocopot0613gmail.com/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

datadragon

Based on all the information I have seen, there is growing hope this technocracy will not happen

although online disinformation is quite rampant making it very dincult to know what info/who to trust

until its proven true. I am posting something allegedly from an AF pilot who leaked it to family, and it

got out: This Sunday or Monday, Trump will make a "My fellow americans, the storm is upon us."

announcement on TV.  Then, 7 EBS announcements will be pushed through everyones phone and tv

sets worldwide, that will outline what happens next and instructs people to stay home as GLOBAL

martial law will be implemented for the following 10 days. Over those 10 days, the US military will have

control over ALL broadcast media and will broadcast evidence gathered, including confessions from

various defendants during military tribunals. Mass arrests will occur, especially in DC I would assume

with the troop buildup there. Blackouts are expected in the short term including internet, phone, cable

and some power. Make sure you have drinking water and food for a couple weeks because travel will

be restricted and stores will probably be closed? This part I am speculating about because its not

known yet what the EBS alerts will say.

Other news: Dutch government resigns over child beneAts (and likely child trancking)

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/15/dutch-government-resigns-over-ch..  Estonian government

collapses over corruption investigation

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/13/estonian-government-collapses-ov..  Kuwait PM submits

cabinet resignation to emir: State media http://sha.rest/xvmsII  Italy’s government in crisis as Renzi

ministers resign http://sha.rest/bJ7drB  and www.ft.com/.../114cc37e-7c63-4cb7-ab59-6a74b885c24e

 Trump declassiAes 'Obamagate' documents, release soon: http://sha.rest/01R4CR

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

datadragon

It is with deep regret and great sadness that Edmond de Rothschild Group announces the passing

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/15/dutch-government-resigns-over-child-benefits-scandal
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/13/estonian-government-collapses-over-corruption-investigation
http://sha.rest/xvmsII
http://sha.rest/bJ7drB
https://www.ft.com/content/114cc37e-7c63-4cb7-ab59-6a74b885c24e
http://sha.rest/01R4CR
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of Benjamin de Rothschild following a heart attack at his home in Pregny (Switzerland) in the

afternoon of 15 January 2021. Born on 30 July 1963, Benjamin de Rothschild was the son of

Edmond and Nadine de Rothschild. At the head of the group created by his father since 1997, he

developed it in an exceptional way during all these years.

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-16/edmond-de-rothschild-holdin..  

Blackouts have happened in Vatican, Iran, Pakistan

eastvalleypost.com/blackout-in-multiple-cities-in-iran

 welovetrump.com/2021/01/09/massive-blackout-in-vatican-following-relea..

 www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/10/pakistan-power-gradually-being-r..  

Armed troops authorized to use lethal force are manning checkpoints to enter and leave downtown

Washington, D.C.  Green Zone and Red Zone perimeters have been established. Several bridges

into the city from neighboring Virginia are scheduled to be closed next week for the inaugural.

Troops asking for ID before you can LEAVE the city. http://sha.rest/itWRgX  

To protect against the risk of as yet unidentiAed new strains, UK will also temporarily close all

travel corridors from 0400 on Monday

www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/uk-close-all-travel-corridors-curb-new-covi..   Merkel resignation

threatens Franco-German alliance

www.express.co.uk/news/world/1384484/Merkel-news-resignation-Germany-C..  Acting

Homeland Security Secretary Chad F. Wolf said Thursday he has stepped down and that the chief

of the Federal Emergency Management Agency will take over his duties as the department

prepares for the presidential inauguration.

www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/11/chad-wolf-acting-homeland-sec..

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rrealrose

Hi Data,  "They" are working hard to normalize deaths in the sick elderly after vaccination. Read this

one too: www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-15/norway-warns-of-vaccination..   to

redeAne euthanasia? Its appalling, I cannot emphasize enough that no one was tested over age 65,

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-16/edmond-de-rothschild-holding-chairman-has-died-at-57
https://eastvalleypost.com/blackout-in-multiple-cities-in-iran/
https://welovetrump.com/2021/01/09/massive-blackout-in-vatican-following-release-of-affidavit-revealing-italian-interference-in-us-election/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/10/pakistan-power-gradually-being-restored-after-nationwide-blackout
http://sha.rest/itWRgX
https://www.zerohedge.com/covid-19/uk-close-all-travel-corridors-curb-new-covid-variants
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1384484/Merkel-news-resignation-Germany-Chancellor-France-EU-future-latest-vn
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/jan/11/chad-wolf-acting-homeland-secretary-resigns/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-01-15/norway-warns-of-vaccination-risks-for-sick-patients-over-80-
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therefore vaccinating those in nursing homes is like playing Russian roulette with a syringe.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

hi data ~ thank you for the quick run through of what the censored media and platforms have

blocked from view ~ I have heard quite a bit more but have no corroborating links ~ so I am going

out to the supermarket to see what I can And that will not be negative for my health

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

datadragon

Hi Rose, Norway’s health authorities have allegedly changed their recommendations for injecting

the elderly, as all 23 deaths were among people older than 80 years old. Chinese health experts

called on Norway and other countries to suspend the use of mRNA-based COVID-19 vaccines

produced by companies such as PAzer, especially among elderly people, due to the vaccines'

safety uncertainties following the deaths of 23 elderly Norwegian people who received the vaccine.

www.globaltimes.cn/page/202101/1212915.shtml#.YAH4cOM0a0Q.twitter  24 Dead And 137

Infected In Nursing Home After COVID-19 Vaccination – Previously, They Had ZERO Deaths From

Covid humansarefree.com/2021/01/24-dead-and-137-infected-in-nursing-home-aft..   this marks

the fourth time an Israeli in his or her 70s or 80s with underlying conditions has passed away

shortly after receiving a PAzer Covid vaccine. www.israelnationalnews.com/.../294861  10 deaths

in germany www.n-tv.de/panorama/Institut-prueft-zehn-Todesfaelle-nach-Impfung-art..

As I mentioned back on 12/8

articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/12/08/coronavirus-vac..   This research however

showed anti-Spike IgG antibodies from serum of severely ill COVID-19 patients strongly ampliAes

pro-in[ammatory responses by human macrophages, and can contribute to subsequent

endothelial barrier disruption and thrombosis (blood clotting). http://sha.rest/QbuNmw  This raises

https://articles.mercola.com/members/stanleybecker/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
https://www.globaltimes.cn/page/202101/1212915.shtml%23.YAH4cOM0a0Q.twitter
https://humansarefree.com/2021/01/24-dead-and-137-infected-in-nursing-home-after-covid-19-vaccination-previously-they-had-zero-deaths-from-covid.html
https://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/294861
https://www.n-tv.de/panorama/Institut-prueft-zehn-Todesfaelle-nach-Impfung-article22292066.html
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a possibility that spike-targeting vaccines may pose some hidden risks in people with already

higher pro in[ammatory macrophages and complement activation. The demographic will include

older people, smokers, or those with chronic in[ammation, obesity, type 2 diabetes, cancer, or

autoimmune disease.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

datadragon

The complement system can be activated during an adaptive immune response by the binding of

C1q to antibody:antigen complexes and complement activation also elicits secretion of both IL-1β
and IL-18 via the NLRP3 in[ammasome which is essential for the development of a cytokine

storm and regardless of a possible vaccine risk, NLRP3 are now a target in late stage covid-19

where this complement/NLRP3 hyperactivation is occurring as mentioned.   Hi Stan, always good

to be prepared just in case, there is clearly a lot going on that is not being announced to the public

at this point.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

Ha !  and here was me saying to my family the other day "Politics will be so boring without Trump,

love him or loathe him, he has brightened up politics....."...I thought the recent storming of the hill

was like something out of a epic historic roman drama.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

datadragon

Hey Eevee, January 19th is National Popcorn Day. Hoping that’s relevant.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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 pandagif.com/.../78K806OHPM.gif

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Invisibleman

Are the Nephilim trying to infect the human race with their demonic DNA via the COVID-19 vaccine?

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Arrowheadmaker

I would say YES, it IS like the days of Noah, where all the blood was corrupted, with Nephilium

 bloodline. They were not human any more, so it is the same with this "New" mRNA vaccines, DO

NOT TAKE IT ! With "Luciferase" in these vaccines, that's   "the name of the beast" from Rev 13:17 in

the  Bible Its what is in lightning bugs to make them glow, This is so when they scan you with w

smartphone app to see if you got the vaccine, kind of an in your body platform. Luciferase means

"Light Bearer". also the computer number is 666, and all transactions go in and through it to verify

or buy or sell. Yes it is The mark of the Beast,

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

As the only way to become independent from the globalist criminals is the use of a "people's currency,"

I have found this, but I have no idea, if this will actually work: https://goldback.com/   Of course, when

GaddaA tried this, the result was not pretty. JFK also tried to issue dollars and you know how that

ended.

https://pandagif.com/gifs/78K806OHPM.gif
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Invisibleman/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

We need SOLUTIONS to this treacherous Agenda. And perhaps the answer to ending this Covid Tyranny

is a right in front of our eyes? We may already have the key to open the prison of Government Stasi

Pharma control, and at the same time bring to justice the perpetrators of this Global assault on our

freedoms.  And that key is Hydroxychloroquine which was falsely given a red [ag when certain entities

overdosed and murdered patients on "trials" to demonise it.  These trials (among them the "Recovery"

and "Solidarity" trials) were sponsored by the Wellcome Trust and the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation among others.  

It was obvious that HCQ would be a threat to their hugely proAteering vaccine & control Agenda.

Conversely, where HCQ has been used it keeps people safe as a prophylactic.  It can be used as part of

an early-use  home treatment which would stop most hospitalisation IF used early. So many people

have died because of  criminal negligence disguised as "health advice". Gates and the Medical MaAa's

lucrative plan is to vaccinate all and use this as a weapon of control through "Health" passports - to say

nothing of the injuries caused by vaccine side effects  have added to the numbers of countless dead.

If this could be made public on the main stream media  it would surely bring down complicit Govt's and

corrupt "health" bureaucrats and free up society, bring back real Democracy and personal freedom and

get Big Pharma $$, Bill Gates and his cronies into prison and seize their assets for the beneAt and

reparation of those who have suffered terribly in various ways.  Front-line American doctors are

exposing this sinister agenda: www.youtube.com/watch   This cartoon says it all:  twitter.com/.../1  

This survey back up the value of HCQ world-wide:   https://c19study.com/  Ivermectin. High dose

vitamin D, C and Zinc.  All would help stop this diabolical vaccine/control  agend

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

thank you Newlands ~ for collecting and disseminating these important links ~ one detail that you

https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFntHpk1uok&feature=youtu.be
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failed to mention is that if "democracy" is now a farce with socially condoned RIGGED elections

{Supreme Court Judges who refuse to hear the evidence} ~ then society itself has coalesced into a

morass of lies and deception in which the CORRUPT hold all the cards ~ Biden is an agent of

China/ WHO/ and Pharma all in one

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

RICHTEX10

I know some using animal grade Ivermectin.  We use for our dogs, but is it safe for human

consumption long-term?  And how is dosage calculated?

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Absolutely Stan.  Mass corruption.  And Big Tech & Big Pharma are linked to this through bribery

and fake news. But if the medical corruption can be exposed, it should reveal linked malfeasance

in so many treacherous organisations and individuals. @RICHTEX10:  One of the doctors testifying

to the Senate Committee has no doubt at all about the encacy of Ivermectin. (You would need to

investigate further as to dosage): www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

epi-cure

Hello Newlands !  We here in M'ville know by now how to keep the corona wolf away from the

doorstep or send him packing should he somehow cross the threshold. But there's another

problem, a legal one that addresses the presumed "medical emergency". And here's a lady who

says if we learn from our mistakes we can turn back the tide:  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/RICHTEX10/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tq8SXOBy-4w&feature=youtu.be
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www.bitchute.com/.../aFBnQ9bXWlvn

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Hi epi-cure:  Good video - thanks.  My post is providing the precise tool with which to call out the

so-called Medical Emergency.  If the health bureaucrats  were to use a prophylactic and life-saving

early-use preventative drug - they cannot then claim a "medical emergency".  HCQ would make it a

demonstrable false [ag.

So my emphasis on HCQ is a huge weapon in any legal matter.  The medical maAa should be

brought to justice for poisoning unsuspecting patients with 4 times the recommended dose on

"trials" to demonise this life-saver.  This put off thousands of doctors from prescribing it causing

the loss of countless thousands more lives. It's a veriAable crime against humanity.  I have sent a

letter about this with proof to  lawyer Reiner Fuellmich.  I hope other lawyers can be informed,

because this simple cheap drug could be like David in his Aght with Goliath.  If this issue can fully

reach the public arena - all the lying complicit scoundrels will be shown to have committed huge

crimes against humanity dressed up as "keeping you safe".

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

mirandola

I had previously posted a statement here, which was taken down. I ask: What is the purpose of

that? How does it beneAt? My statement was, and remains:

Dear friends: Newlandswanderer is asking for solutions. But this thread is at the bottom of the

forum. What gives?

Thank you, Mirandola

https://www.bitchute.com/video/aFBnQ9bXWlvn/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/mirandola/default.aspx
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

SoozeQ

Hi. Can someone please tell me what the snake is going to do with all the land? Just when I thought it

couldn’t possibly get any worse......

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

Soozie ~ the SNAKE wants it ALL ~ land sea mountains/ space cosmos ~ the universe is his oyster

~ SNAKE is like a one stroke motor that deAes entropy and wants to own everything ~ like Dr

Strangelove or remember that Charlie Chaplin movie "The Great Dictator" when Charlie stands

before a mounted globe of the world screaming "I want it all" ~ Adolf Hitler was reincarnated as Bill

Gates Junior

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rrealrose

He's gonna have quite a job on his hands, as soils around the world have been killed by chemicals,

left for dead by not rotating crops or replenishing nutrients. Food is being grown in depleted soils,

this alone causes nutrient deAciencies in humans, nevermind chowing down on chemical residue

at every meal. So you can kiss off the plant-based fake meat people, raw materials used for lab

grown stuff is toxic before they start manipulating. The restitution of living soil will be a lengthy.

time consuming process.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Eevee

I have read so much about the great reset, there are many versions of it.  However I read Prince Charles

Terra Carta Charter last night, (on the Terra Carta Sustainable Markets Website "download the charter")

He is all for change, however, he is pushing for Nature to be the reference point and centre of the

change, along with technology etc... If change must happen I think that this approach of having Nature

at the centre of change is a good one.   He has global reach, and a somewhat unique position of being

able to reach the poorest in society and the richest and most powerful.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

larry_e

Beware what "change" you seek! Our inherent freedom led us to attempt mastery over Nature. To

accept Nature's supremacy would be just another form of slavery. Nature is part of our creation.

Our bodies may be a part of Nature, but we aren't. Until we realize this, we will remain confused.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

redplanet1

I don't think people understand her background. If you take a look at it, it makes what she has to say

quite credible. She's been there, done that. For one, she was Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban

Development but that's just one part of her experience. Take a look:  

solariadvisors.com/catherine-austin-Atts

Posted On 01/16/2021
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Cabochon

Thanks for the link, Red Planet1, I had already downloaded the Fitts interview and notes on the

main points from her report earlier in the month from Health Impact News but cannot get the full

Solari report either from your link or from the reference supplied in today’s article even when using

DuckDuckGo as a search engine. If you can see the Solari Report perhaps you could you provide a

few details  or contact me through Vital Votes.  Thanks   https://healthimpactnews.com  .

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

larry_e

Catherine only makes her full reports available to her subscribers. Everybody got to make a living

somehow! She is a good woman. And she is very street-wise.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

cat6071

I really liked her interview!  I shared it on FB and didn't get removed.  I just look at her size though

and really wish that she would take better care of herself!  We need her around!!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

jland12

A cme or emp weapon could completely destroy electronic systems. Access to funds? No. Government

tracking? No. Communications with anyone? No. Back to horses and buggies. Most would not survive.
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

I have often said on forums, we need to go back to the horse and cart and simple living. Have

thought this for years, yes it will be tough but imagine how clean the air would be and how nature

would [ourish.  I have said since an adolescent (45 years or more ago) air travel will be the fall of

man, diseases will spread around the world too quickly, old fashioned sea travel was like having the

ill quarantined, by the time they got to the destination the illness would be apparent or they would

be dead.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

californiawoman

I have heard that having money out of the system is important such as physical possession of

precious metals.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ameshell37

In Italy 50,000 restaurants and businesses opened up against the strict Covid lockdown orders. In the

attached video police tell the patrons to leave, they all start singing “freedom” and refuse. The people

of Italy acted in unison and have been heard. gab.com/.../105564844814290670

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee
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Today, Daily Mail is reporting that Bill Gates is now the biggest agricultural land owner in the USA he

has 242,000 acres of agricultural land !  Total land ownership is 268,984 acres.  They don't know why

he owns so much land, they think it might be something to do with climate change ! I hope his

intentions are good and for sustainable old fashioned farming, rotational with both animals and crops.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

lovegolang

Don't think that Bill Gates is doing any thing good for the people of the world. He had stated some

years ago he would like to depopulate,  This Pandemic was brought on by him and Fauci to

depopulate and get rid of Trump. Also to get vaccines into people and make billions. My opinion

look at what has happened this past year. Gates and Fauci and most of the left in Politics are evil. I

do not trust any of them. Gates wants power and money.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

DebbyW

I can see Bill Gates letting his agricultural lands lay fallow so that there's not enough food and

people starve.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

ShirlP

All TRUTH - humans are simply assets and when they're no longer functional or worth trading stock

they are killed. Even with all the enlightenment that comes with this vast array of transparency, the
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middle-class gen pop has nowhere to go. We've become an isolated people who have forgotten what a

collective is, what unity is, what giving and sharing is all about. Norman Rockwell is dead and so is the

sense of community. Competition and lavish accumulation of mostly junk have destroyed the basics of

community.  Where do we go. How do we get there. Quit our jobs? Sell our homes? Live out of a van?

It's time to start saying what this really is ... drop out of society and prepare for a down-low

underground lifestyle. Start thinking about the underground railroad, hiding in walls, and of course why

the Christian Ichthys was created in the Arst place!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

keepingat

Now that we know what's going on, what are we going to do about it? We can talk it to death or start

Aguring out how we're going to react, otherwise we are trapped in a system that will ultimately destroy

America as we know it!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

You do make me laugh becker

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

Referring to the Jabberwocky etc...

Posted On 01/16/2021
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elbice

I agree with another poster who wants concrete ideas of how to combat this, especially for the

common individual. I am 69 and my husband is 73. We have little options already. He had a stroke

2-1/2 years ago and has not recovered so I am his caretaker. Savings are long gone. I don’t know what

Bitcoin is even after reading about it. As far as getting rid of a smart phone, that is stupid. How do you

think I even follow Dr Mercola if not for a smart phone?  I am blessed with good health and follow a

lifestyle he has promoted for years. Lately there is little on health and all this transhuman theory. I don’t

see a mainstream doctor and I don’t vaccinate but beyond that I have no idea what to do. Quite frankly I

am more worried for my children and grandchildren and their future. By the way, I personally know

people who have died of Covid, one being a healthy At 41 year old man. I don’t know what is really

going on but I do know people are dying that shouldn’t be. I also know people dealing with long term

health issues after a mild case. I just wish there were concrete answers to whatever this is. I know with

every article I read from Mercola I And myself getting more stressed and that’s not healthy. I consider

myself reasonably intelligent and an independent thinker but I’m at my wits end. I can’t jump through

hoops at this point in my life.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Kevin131

Make your smart phone smart for YOU, disable all the nonessential Google apps, Facebook apps

etc. Use a VPN, always have your location turned off, and zero permissions for microphone, etc on

all apps that you do use for your chat video program, use Russian apps like telegram, ICQ, disable

Google assistant, disable automatic updates, your freedom to use your own property, and for it not

to use you, is your responsibility, take charge, be in charge, disable your phone's criminal

exploitable options. Never use your real birthday on big tech platforms, never, only on gov web

sites.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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larry_e

elbice, I don't usually mention this here, but I would suggest you start watching Scientology.tv. It's

the best way I know to And out that some people on this planet still believe in personal freedom

and are trying to secure that on this planet. And you can get all sorts of spiritual data without

having to expend a lot of effort. I'm only 66, but I am not totally discouraged because I know there

are people out there working to prevent this tragedy from happening. Their news media pretend

such people don't exist, but they do. Many of them have been kicked off the major internet

platforms, but some of them own their own platforms and are continuing to operate. Just a

suggestion I hope you take as friendly. I don't know any other major source of encouragement out

there right now.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Raythe4th

@elbice I can provide you with some solid information. Send me a private message.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

lovegolang

elbice, I agree with you to some degree. I feel and have heard that people that died early on into the

virus were not given the right medication. Using ventilators instead of oxygen. I read a good book

about a nurse from Florida, Erin Marie Olszewski, who went to NYC to help out with the Pandemic.

Mercola also recommends this book. She said what they did in the Elmhurst hospital led to

unnecessary deaths.  I know people have died but to close down our country and the media

instilling fear into everyone is totally criminal.  

We have people dying every year of TB, [u and other diseases. Hospitals were getting money for
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covid deaths. Elmhurst hospital in NYC is a poor hospital and every covid death our government

was giving them money. Again corruption. Not just with our government system but with our

medical system. Now they have put out that Vitamin D does not help you for covid. Don't believe it

and will continue taking D and Zinc. I take only vitamins and only had one [u vaccine at the age of

15. Just turned 70. Not getting the vaccine for this virus either. Thanks to Mercola and other

doctors I have been following I would trust them than any doctor who follows western medicine. I

am also worried about my granddaughter's future.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

OleDad1948

Elbice, My wife and I are 73, and I certainly understand your concern -- especially for children and

grandchildren. The article and the posts on this topic are deAnitely frightening and stress-inducing.

They are certainly intended as a warning (stress-inducing) and a wake-up call for the future

(frightening).

There have been several posts talking about "what to do" in our practical day to day lives -- which is

all we have control over. We cannot individually stop the elites from using their billions to wield

power in whatever direction they choose. But we do have control over the life bubble that

surrounds us -- loving and caring for family, protecting privacy as we are able, making good

choices. I don't have money to spare to invest in BitCoin, and do not place my faith there anyway

(all those buying gold must have forgotten when gold was conAscated for the war effort by FDR).

I hesitate to spiritualize the matter, but the practical fact of the matter is that my family and I have

found peace and personal security in our Christian faith. It is not the faith per sec, but the Lord

Who provides grace and contentment in the face of chaos that grows more demonic every day.

Beyond peace-in-the-now, despite circumstances, there are prophecies that mirror what we see

happening around us. While there are wide-ranging interpretations of such Scripture passages, we

And references that are hard to mistake. "Israel stands alone against the world." (This written by

John -- 90s AD -- after the destruction of Judea, Jerusalem and the Temple in 70 AD -- but which

also portends the demise of the USA, re-born Israel's greatest ally). "buying and selling controlled

by the mark of the Beast" (this present article on digitalized slavery). "a third of the world destroyed
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by Are" (nuclear weapons). "world-wide government under the AntiChrist" (globalism, the collapse

of nation-states). And I could go on. But . . .

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

OleDad1948

OleDad1948 continued - to Elbice . . . . . . But I have no control over End Time events either. If the

alignment of the things we see around us and biblical prophecies that are centuries -- millenia --

old mean anything, then what we are seeing points us to the One Who is in charge of it all. And that

One has made a way for us to live in peace and joy despite the surrounding chaos, just as the

martyrs of old went to their deaths with conAdence in the One Who overcame death itself. So I will

love and care for my family, share with friends, share my faith, and live in the Eternal Now as we

face the evils of the world, as believers of all ages have done. At 73, we do not have many years

left, and as one poster said, "living in constant fear" is not life.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

havingmysay

I would appreciate actual concrete suggestions to combat this, not theories - what can I, an ordinary

person do?  Give actual examples please.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

waldipup

Having , this article suggests that which is postulated to be occurring , It does not suggest that it

knows the answers to mitigate it , which would obviously be something beyond it's capability.
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

I would say the most important thing is to start using cash again, I am guilty I use pay pal for online

shopping.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

OleDad1948

The article that someone posted above . . .

www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2020-11-24/fukuyama-how-..

. . .  shows that there are many voices ringing alarm bells. The drastic changes to American society

that have been made by leaders and more or less accepted by citizens will not continue in a

straight line. Pushback against lockdowns is growing. Tangible actions are being taken politically

against the worst offenders -- Newsome (CA), Cuomo (NY), Whitmer (MI). Democrats, having

succeeded in getting Biden elected, are now calling for an easing of lockdowns, showing that the

lockdowns were as much political as medical.

Politically, vote for candidates who are for the US rather than Globalism, for the Bill of Rights rather

than government oppression, for control of Big Tech censorship rather than use of Big Tech

censorship, for transparency rather than hidden bills which have to be "passed so we can see what

is in it." In short, vote for freedom over enslavement, more choices in communication over fewer

choices. Elect such voices at local, State, and Federal levels. Government leaders are making

decisions that drive us toward liberty (1A 2A), or away from it (PC, speech codes, preferred people

groups).

Personally, follow the advice of those who explain how to keep us at arm's length from data

gathering. The people of the world have freely given the most intimate details of their lives to
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government and Big Tech entities, and those details are increasingly enslaving us.

If most people do nothing, the enslavement will continue, and it is beyond any of us individually to

stop it --

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

dnuzzo

Couldn’t bitcoin be created by the evil elites?  A pseudonym? ?

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

CMT367

There's other crypto-currencies besides bitcoin. One has already failed; can't remember its name...

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Emilyette

Everyone can point out the problems. How to we Aght it? ..............peggy

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

larry_e

No one wants to know the answer to that question.  What if I said "learn Scientology?" Would that

satisfy your curiosity? Most don't want to Aght; they just want it to go away, or to blame it for their
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own problems. If we don't like the petty little games they play here on Earth, we must create better

ones. To Aght something just makes you the enemy.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

rrealrose

Emilyette, Silly question - go up and listen to the interview again, as C A Fitts is telling us how to

"Aght it' - BY NOT FEEDING THE BEAST!

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Arrowheadmaker

Resist evil at all cost !

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

waldipup

This is somewhat over the top. To believe all this , one would have to ascribe to the theory that millions

have been purposely killed by this virus to its ends . I don't believe that . That the entire Medical

Community is "in on it"?  Opportunity Zones are a viable means of revitalizing otherwise uninvestable

venues to the end of creating jobs and housing .  Ironically , it accomplishes what this article fears - the

directing of assets  into desired directions . We've been doing that sort of Anancial directing via the

income tax system for a very long time . There are some very real issues noted in this article , but I do

not believe that it is a Mastuh Plan developed in secret from the start to control the world , But rather

that some of the consequences are nonetheless of concern .
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

The medical community, there are the odd good ones, the majority are brainwashed in school and

uni etc... like vets.  All money making model now, despite the Hippocratic oath they take.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

mirandola

Oh come on. They can use technology to spy on us, for sure. Agreed. Protecting ourselves is key (turn

off Alexa, leave your cell phone at home, etc). But they can Not use technology per se, to control us.

That is ridiculous. We know our own minds.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

They know enough of us simply from our posting here. We cannot hide and, anyway, we might as

well stay human for the little time left. Once you have "Contacts" anywhere, they can even predict

your actions. It is a good idea to remove batteries from your cell phone (there are still a few models

that can do this), but as long as you have a computer in the room with a microphone or a built-in

speaker, they can record everything. Laptops can do this even when they are turned off. Desktop

RAM can also behave as an EPROM. However, you can unplug a desktop, while you have to remove

the battery from a laptop. If you are not smart enough to connect your "smart" TV to the internet

(the Wi-Fi cannot be turned off, so once you typed in your password, it can access your internet

connection (I'm quite certain that the latest models even probe your wireless connection until they

And your password, unless you have something that is at least 32 characters long).
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Kevin131

It's about gas lighting your children against you ! in school, your coworkers against you on TV,

mad paranoia preaching everyone is sick, everyone is a threat, trust no one, hate everyone, blame

who the media tells you to blame, be a sucker, buy and eat *** food, take the nano kill switch

vaccine or no work, no travel, no banking, wtf are you thinking...la de da it's ok we'll be Ane...see

how long that mantra works... 'come on man' Joe Biden, seriously, you're practically quoting

Biden...omfg...zinovius, how did humanity survive 100,000 years, without essential smart phones,

essential vaccines " " " # #, dang you stupid... Dependant on your control grid much, your

human autoimmune causing vaccines, because hey, if we weren't turning humans into damaged,

disfunctional, medically dependant cripples, we'd all be dead right...dang the corporate blind faith

is strong in this one...broke the dumb scale...

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

redplanet1

@mirandola  The patents available to see on the US Patent site that have been funded by the Gates

Foundation show how easily control is built in to the social engineering now going on.  And here is

MIT with Bill Gates' tattoo vaccination dots. news.mit.edu/.../storing-vaccine-history-skin-1218

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

Look subliminal advertising has been used to decades, lots of things manipulate your mind without

you even knowing about it, that is why it is important to be very well informed.
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Posted On 01/16/2021

 

lovegolang

Do not underestimate Bill Gates

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

mirandola

Dear everybody: Absolutely Nobody can control us by subliminal suggestion unless we agree with

it. Nobody, but I mean nobody, can control us when we know our own minds. It sounds like most

people don't know their own minds? Just ridiculous. I don't blame social control on subliminal

suggestions, I  blame it on gullibility. Do research and know your own thinking. That is my solution

to what almost everybody here is saying. I will repeat, it is absolutely ridiculous. Because a crow

says "caw" and a parrot says "wrak" we don't have to say it back! And damned well, nobody is going

to tell me that "The devil made me do it". Sheesh.

As for protecting ourselves, there are many ways. Support the sources that don't censor, like

Bitchute. Put your cellphone inside a mylar bag, this will bounce off the radio signals. Astonished,

thank you for providing us with some solutions, that is exactly what we need. Appreciation! You are

absolutely right about microphones, ditch Alexa! Tape over the camera on your computer with

masking tape, and turn off your microphone (not sure if they can record regardless? Get a

computer with no computer and no mic). Don't use "Smart" gadgets, they are nothing more than

spy mechanisms, this includes your smart meter et al. We can buck the system and we must.

Also work to defund the beast. Boycott anything that Bill Gates is all about: MSN, Microsoft, etc.

Boycott social media, GMOs, boycott BigPharma, boycott anywhere you can, and speak out. Join

the grassroots and civil liberties organizations. That's it. We have choices.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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cfbannon

There are certainly elements of truth in this article which are once again manipulated into an ANTI VAX

tirade of nonsense. Hospitals in the UK have run out of ITU beds and inter-regional transfers of some

very sick people are increasing. COVID has show itself to be a chronic disease for many people and

most people are very keen to have the vaccine and the protection it offers.  With the oceans heating up

rapidly, hope anything getting back to normal is naive, and we are all going to have to change our

behaviour, particularly in the US where it is least likely to happen. Hoping to get back to the past of

"Freedom" (as if!) is a myth. For me, predictions of dystopia are like paradise compared to how it will be

in a  heating world with collapsing ecosystems, food shortages,  social breakdown and death. Please

get real about the reality of our times.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

God_made_not_man_made

CfBannon, you are truly ignorant. Your eyes are purposely closed, because you have no brain to see

the truth as it is.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Astonished

Trolls are ignored here. Go elsewhere. Oh, well, this is probably AI, so it is already elsewhere. :)

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

annie1996
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If you have already consumed the politburo's cool-aide your nightmare reality is essentially

established. Please understand that there exist alternative realities that are not based on politburo

scientism (pseudo agenda driven science).

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

MaggieMay

I tried to reply to your nonsense, but every time I tried I couldn't because it made me laugh. You are

a very uninformed, naive person. Manatees have lived in Florida for eons. In the winter months the

water is now so cold, that many of these massive creatures must be taken to rescue facilities

where they're warmed up. Otherwise they would perish. How do you explain that away?

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Eevee

Maggie "Climate Change" ...."Change" not just warming....

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

Raythe4th

@cfbannon

Paid Troll $

Posted On 01/16/2021
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annie194

And I thought this was a health site how naive am I..

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

stanleybecker

what is your deAnition of "health"

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

epi-cure

Annie 194,   yeah, you and Socrates: Know Thyself.

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

cat6071

Your state of mind and stress is the beginning of your health.  And for those having trouble

sleeping, may I suggest Dr. Mercola's Melatonin spray?  I really didn't have too much trouble

sleeping, especially if I had a gig, but I read how good it was for us.  After 5 nights I started having

the most wonderful dreams and I feel like I have not a care in the world!  Just ordered some for a

friend who has insomnia.  Will keep you posted.  And my other friend got the jab yesterday.

Posted On 01/16/2021
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stanleybecker

cat ~ is "jab" short for "jabberwocky"

Posted On 01/16/2021

 

agglebert

sorry, don't buy it. no government is going to allow any other crypto to compete with theirs. the

shutdown wasn't because gov't shut us down, it happened because idiot ameriKans and their fellow

world citizens complied. if you couldn't see this was a hoax from the get go, then you are sadly

irresponsible for putting the responsibility for your existence into the hands of the slime of the earth,

politicians. WAKE UP!

Posted On 01/16/2021
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